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Time is a very valuable commodity. Specially in
today’s world where people seem to always be
busy, agendas are full of activities and the need for
multitasking is becoming crucial.
Waiting is something that only a few people enjoy
since it requires them to be inactive and put in
pause many of their daily tasks.
My team saw the opportunity to explore the
waiting experience and give it a new meaning by
implementing and changing service components to
the existing waiting room at Optim Healthcare.
On this project, I conducted interviews and surveys,
did the stakeholder map, floor layout and models,
and some of the app wireframes.

and

uLoop

Long distance relationships are usually seen as
something hard to cope with. Why? Because it is our
human nature to want to be next to those we love.
However, the majority of products and services in
the market are targeted towards couples. And what
about families? There is also long distance family
relationships!
Clearly, communication today is a lot easier than it
was decades before, allowing people to keep in touch
even if not physically together. But how do families
share what they’ve been up to on a daily basis?
My team saw the opportunity to explore long distance
family communication and sharing.
On this project, I was responsible for the majority
of the research, I conducted some of the interviews,
designed all of the presentations and designed the
app, starting with low fi wireframes to the actual
prototype in Sketch and Principle.

4 weeks

5 students

SD & UX/UI

10 weeks

3 students

ID & UX/UI

Observation

Ideation

Concepts

Research

Ideation

Prototyping
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Two controversial topics yet constantly used
buzzwords: Millennials and Politics. My team saw the
opportunity to focus on what Millennials thought
about Social Media, Abortion and Shopping,
among others. The research, as always, was what
lead us in this direction.

BMW asked us to facilitate human connections
and to foster authentic interactions. So SCAD
responded and selected a team of people who
came from different cities and countries, spoke
different languages, ranged in age, with a variety of
passions and majors, to join BMW on their journey
to cultivate connections and explore “social media
breadcrumbs”.

**Project under Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA)
More information available upon request.

On our team, I was the only Service Designer.
Apart from the research and brainstorming, I had
the opportunity to conduct several interviews to
SCAD students, professors and others outside of
SCAD, as well as lead the Affinitizing session at the
Midterm Workshop we had with Conrad Albrecht
Buehler, the Interaction Design Lead of BMW.

10 weeks

13 students

Research

THE KEY is a magazine with articles that
represent our findings of the contextual research
and ethnography done regarding these two topics.
It represents the combination of skills from an
ethnographer, a researcher and a designer.
“Embrace ambiguity and
uncertainty” they said.
-Contextual Research Methods

My responsibilities were formulating the questions
for the interviews and surveys, turning data points
and insights into info-graphics and designing the
layout of the magazine.

10 weeks

5 students

Millennials

Ethnography

Research

Magazine
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In order to understand the pre-existing service and
the different components, one of the first steps
was experiencing the time in the waiting room,
observing, analyzing and having conversations.
This allowed us to focus on the most important
aspect: the users. We mapped out the user journey,
identified emotions, pain points and opportunities,
having in mind the various users and stakeholders.

Time is a very valuable commodity. Specially in
today’s world where people seem to always be
busy, agendas are full of activities and the need for
multitasking is becoming crucial.
Waiting is something that only a few people enjoy
since it requires them to be inactive and put in
pause many of their daily tasks.
My team saw the opportunity to explore the
waiting experience and give it a new meaning by
implementing and changing service components to
the existing waiting room at Optim Healthcare.
On this project, I conducted interviews and surveys,
did the stakeholder map, floor layout and models,
and some of the app wireframes.

4 weeks

5 students

SD & UX/UI

Observation

Ideation

Concepts

User Journey Map
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Stakeholders Map

Current

Future

The stakeholder map includes every layer
of interaction. In the current situation there
is the patient, other patients, receptionist,
nurse, doctor, manager, marketing HR, etc.

In the new (future) stakeholder map we
added a barista and a greeter to the layer in
which the patient have direct interactions
with other people.

Primary Persona

Secondary Persona

Served Persona

The Old-schooler

Athletic Millennial

The Caregiver

She is a Lady, 57 years old, and
suffers from chronic back pain.
She visits Optim Orthopedics three
times a week to get treatment.

He is a young person, 23 years
old, and a member of an athletic
team. He broke his wrist in a match
and needs to see the physician
and doctor every week to
complete his physical therapy.

She works as a receptionist. She
is open, friendly and supportive
to the patients.

While her time in the waiting room
she feels very uncomfortable
since there is not much to do
and she would use her time
differently if she could.

He is frustrated since he has
a hard time signing in with the
provided tablet. (Just one hand)

However sometimes she has
trouble organizing appointments,
handing out enough tablets to
sign patients in or keep track
of medical histories
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This is the improved user journey with the five
service components included. The previous pain
points are no longer present.

Models
Created some rough model sketches to show complex
systems in a simple way.

Brainstorming & Ideation
The previous maps and models, lead us to the
brainstorming and ideation of concepts. We
came up with five service components/concepts.

Improved User Journey Map
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Concept One
Optim Patient App
The patient app is a platform that interconnects
patients with nurses and physicians. Tracking
appointments and managing your medical history
is enabled through the use of the app. Patients
now have transparency over the factors that
govern their time spent before the appointment.

The main page “waiting
room” includes some
instant information
about your appointment.
It also includes pre
check in, entertainment,
information about your
doctor and coffee shop.

The patient has the
ability to see the
calendar with possible
time slots. He or she is
now able to make the
appointment through the
app/website.

In the profile section
you are able to see
the most important
information relevant to
the doctor. Furthermore
you can keep track of
your medical history and
therapy progress.

There is also an
automatic messaging
system which will send
you new appointment
suggestions,
confirmations and
changes.
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Concept Three
Dose Coffee Shop
Dose is a coffee shop where patients can purchase
food and drinks while they wait. Although physical
injuries and therapies is the focus of Optim
Healthcare, a nutritional option would also contribute
to the patient’s well being. Dose aims to provide a
nutritional, culinary experience for the patients and
staff of Optim.

Concept Two
Dose Coffee Shop
Natural lighting
through windows
Movable ottomans
Full of plants
Seating area
Couch-like seating
with outside view
Circular seating area
Front desk

Service Scape
Open seating areas invite the patients to interact
amongst each other. Patients have the option to
choose from different seating types. The layout
should facilitate the patient feeling as if he/she is
not in a waiting room but rather in an enjoyable,
relaxing space.

Again the ideas of a non-traditional space in which
patients can spend their time before a doctor’s
appointment is inspired by coffee shops.

With the chosen arrangement, we focused on staying away from the typical waiting room idea. We got
inspired by coffee shops and other places we went
to, where people socialize.
Plants in the room are not only visually appealing,
they are also there to decrease the stress level and
provide fresh oxygen in the room.

The Menu
The style and the food on the menu
reflects the relaxing atmosphere the coffee
shop should bring into the room.
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Concept Four
Sensory Experience

Our team took the 5 senses and turned them into
positive aspects for a waiting room. We wanted
them to be a conscious experience. These included
vision, hear, feel, smell and taste.

If you think about the average waiting room, there
are probably just a few good memories associated
with that. Most remember smell, what they see and
sometimes what they hear.

Self Adjusting
Temperature

Visuals
(paintings,
plants, etc)

Aroma
to create
relaxation

Soothing
Music

Taste (Dose
Coffee Shop)

Concept Five
Enhanced Human Interaction

Optim greeters are the ambassadors of customer
satisfaction. Being the first human interaction entering Optim,
greeter takes great pride in guiding patients through check
in process. In addition, personal assistances are trained to
facilitate the transitioning of physically impaired patients as
they complete their visit.

Below you will see a storyboard of a possible
Way of how a greeter could approach a patient.
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Wireframing
Here is some of the “behind the
scenes” and “messy stuff”, that
were crucial for the development of
the concepts.
During this project, some difficulties
we encountered were coming up with
concepts that would be beneficial
to the majority of the stakeholders.
One concept we had but discarded
was regarding an art gallery and a
gift shop for patients to enjoy while
waiting.
However, we realized that these
ideas leaned towards trying to place
pre existing entertainment aspects
into the waiting room, but we didn’t
really have a reason for doing this.
We weren’t focusing on the user and
their need, so we re-adapted our
brainstorming methods to make sure
we were putting our user first and the
ideas were centered around this.

Affinitizing
Brainstorming
Post its
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and

uLoop
Long distance relationships are usually seen as
something hard to cope with. Why? Because it is our
human nature to want to be next to those we love.
However, the majority of products and services in
the market are targeted towards couples. And what
about families? There is also long distance family
relationships!
Clearly, communication today is a lot easier than it
was decades before, allowing people to keep in touch
even if not physically together. But how do families
share what they’ve been up to on a daily basis?

Families want to be close to each other. However,
at times this is not possible. How might we facilitate
families to feel close to each other despite the
distance?

My team saw the opportunity to explore long distance
family communication and sharing.
On this project, I was responsible for the majority
of the research, I conducted some of the interviews,
designed all of the presentations and designed the
app, starting with low -fi wireframes to the actual
prototype in Sketch and Principle.

10 weeks

3 students

ID & UX/UI

Research

Ideation

Prototyping
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?

What is

Family shared calendar

Easy access to family
member’s old posts

See family member’s
favorite posts

Loop is a mobile application targeted towards
families, particularly those that long distance
relationships. Loop seeks to promote emotional
closeness, despite physical distance.

See members’ location and
corresponding weather

Notifications

Comment and Favorite
directly on a shared
picture (thread)
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uLoop

uLoop section in
member’s profile. See
all past voice messages
or record a new one.

Hold record
button to send
a new message.

Is a voice memo device that is part of the Loop app.
uLoop allows for more meaningful communication
between family members and focuses on the
importance of hearing each other’s voices.

Message is being
recorded. Let go
when finished.

Select sending
preference for
voice message.

uLoop comes in the form of
a necklace. Voice messages
can be heard out loud or
by placing it in one of your
ears, like an ear-bud.
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Here is some of the “behind the
scenes” and “messy stuff”, that
were crucial for the development
of the app and product.
Product Ideation sketches
Low-fi and High-fi wireframes
User Testing
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UT of the product and app
lead to iteration. We needed
to brainstorm and re-design
based upon user’s feedback,
to better meet their needs.

“The longer ones make me feel like Shrek”

It was essential to do the
user testing to decide which
shape was more comfortable
and appealing to the users.

lafilm.edu
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We started questioning
ourselves and turning every
idea into a “How” question,
not knowing really where
that would lead us.
BMW asked us to facilitate human connections
and to foster authentic interactions. So
SCAD responded and selected a team of people
who came from different cities and countries,
spoke different languages, ranged in age,
with a variety of passions and majors, to join
BMW on their journey to cultivate connections
and explore “social media breadcrumbs”.
On our team, I was the only Service Designer.
Apart from the research and brainstorming, I had
the opportunity to conduct several interviews to
SCAD students, professors and others outside of
SCAD, as well as lead the Affinitizing session at the
Midterm Workshop we had with Conrad Albrecht
Buehler, the Interaction Design Lead of BMW.

How could this equally
inform our daily / routine
journeys and the events /
trips throughout
our lives?

How can we stitch these
digital breadcrumbs
together to influence our
future journeys?

**Project under Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA)
Details available if directly contacted.

10 weeks

13 students

Research

How can social
connections make
a journey more
meaningful?

How can we utilize
a person’s journey
to strengthen their
social connections?
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User Journeys
To better understand the experience
of each journey, we used our
secondary research and collected
anecdotes to create scenario maps,
exploring what a user might think,
feel, and do during each stage. This
map is for commuting.
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We interviewed 72 people in
3 days, to understand their social
media behavior, the ownership
of their cars, and details about their
travels. The insights from these
interviews became a key factor for the
persona creation and ideation stage.
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Betsy accompanied us from the
beginning of the process all the way
to the end. In the Midterm Workshop
with Conrad, together we mapped out
her journey, including activities and
social media.

Meet Betsy, our persona!

Betsy’s User Journey
05:00 AM

06:00 AM

07:00 AM

08:00 AM

09:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

01:00 PM

02:00 PM

03:00 PM

04:00 PM

05:00 PM

06:00 PM

07:00 PM

08:00 PM

09:00 PM

07:00 AM

08:00 AM

09:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

01:00 PM

02:00 PM

03:00 PM

04:00 PM

05:00 PM

06:00 PM

07:00 PM

08:00 PM

09:00 PM

Positive Experience

Betsy is 53 years old. She is a wedding planner
from Portland who does ceramics as a hobby. Her
social media activity consists of sharing photos
of her artwork and reposting political articles
she’s passionate about. Also, she tries to keep
up with her children’s’ lives through there.
We made Betsy real social media accounts. This
way, we could all be more familiarized with her.
We also used her social media posts to show
how the different concepts could work; all being
based on her pre-existing behavior.

Neutral Experience

Negative Experience

05:00 AM

06:00 AM
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—Conrad Albrecht-Buehler

At the Midterm Workshop, I
had the opportunity to lead
the affinitizing session.
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“Embrace ambiguity and
Uncertainty” they said.

These three words: embrace, ambiguity, and
uncertainty, are the key to understanding what
Contextual Research Methods is all about.
Two controversial topics yet constantly used
buzzwords: Millennials and Politics. My team saw
the opportunity to focus on what Millennials thought
about Social Media, Abortion and Shopping, among
others. The research, as always, was what lead us
in this direction.
THE KEY is a magazine with articles that
represent our findings of the contextual research
and ethnography done regarding these two topics.
It represents the combination of skills from an
ethnographer, a researcher and a designer.
My responsibilities were formulating the questions
for the interviews and surveys, turning data points
and insights into info-graphics and designing the
layout of the magazine.

10 weeks

5 students

Millennials

Ethnography

Research

Magazine

We used various tools throughout: IDEO
tools DesignKit, 101 Design Methods,
cultural probes (an interactive activity for
people to do and provide data), surveys,
interviews and affinitizing.
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Here is some of the “behind the
scenes” and “messy stuff”, that
were crucial for the development of
the magazine.
Affinitizing Process
Cultural Probes
Magazine Editorial Boards
During the process of gathering
information through the cultural
probe, after doing the third probe,
my team and I got stuck. The issue
we realized was, having such a
controversial and very narrow topic
like abortion was limiting people’s
answers and opinions. So, we
decided to make new probes, with
more general topics like social media
and education that could gives
us true insights about Millennials.
However, we didn’t discard the
previous data obtained because we
knew that could lead to one of the
articles. And it did; article about
abortion called “LIFE”.
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nramirezpabon@gmail.com
912-596-9518

